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Wassily Kandinsky is widely considered the founder of ab-
stract painting and has influenced generations of abstract 
artists. His styles went through several stages of changes: 
from representational to nonrepresentational in his early 
career; from non-objective to geometric; and finally to what 
he called “biomorphic” abstraction. During his Bauhaus 
years (1922–1933), Kandinsky was interested in the composi-
tion and interaction of geometrical forms and published his 
well-known theoretical art book Point and Line to Plane [1].

The ability to model and generate abstract art in individ-
ualized yet well-known styles automatically has profound 
implications. First, it could inspire further study and insight-
ful understanding of such styles. Second, various forms of 
generative art, such as static, animated, flashed displays and 
so on, would be made possible. Third, this capacity enables 
commercial applications of abstract art in forms such as lo-
gos, advertisements, packaging design and decoration at a 
negligible cost [2].

Computer graphics, interaction, display and printing 
technologies are now advanced enough to support auto-
matic generation of sophisticated abstract paintings. One of 

the most successful computer-generated art forms has been 
fractal art [3]. According to coauthor Zhang and colleagues’ 
recently proposed four-level system of classification that 
rates processes of computer use to generate abstract art in 
terms of computational power utilized [4], the creation of 
fractal art is considered a Level 2 process. This classification 
is based on a measurement of the computational complexity 
required to create a computer-generated abstract work—i.e. 
to what extent machine intelligence is utilized in generat-
ing the paintings—rather than by the visual complexity, as 
in Taylor’s analysis [5]. Limited attempts have been made at  
Level 3. An example of a Level 3 process would be using heu-
ristic rules and patterns to encode an artist’s style and then 
generating artist-specific styles of paintings. (This is sum-
marized below in “Related Work”). Only after further inves-
tigation and experimentation of sufficient width and depth 
would reaching Level 4 become a possibility. An example of 
a Level 4 process would be a program that uses intelligent 
rules and reasoning capabilities to automatically generate 
sophisticated aesthetic designs.

In this paper we present our attempt to develop a Level 3 
process that can eventually lead to Level 4 sophistication. We 
report on a scalable and parameterized approach to automatic 
generation of art in the style of Kandinsky’s abstract paintings 
using the Processing programming language [6]. Processing 
is built on top of the Java language and designed for artists 
and designers with the purpose of teaching the fundamentals 
of computer programming in a visual context. By using Pro-
cessing, we could easily program basic graphics algorithms 
and simple rendering techniques for generative art [7].

STyle AnAlySiS

After reading Kandinsky’s two books on art theory [1,8] and 
searching for images on the Web and published in books, 
we analyzed the following set of paintings created during 
Kandinsky’s Bauhaus years:

•	 Black and Violet (1923)
• Composition VIII (1923)
• On White II (1923)
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The authors present a programmed experiment to automatically  
generate art in the style of Kandinsky during his Bauhaus years.  
The program the authors developed analyzes the artist’s paintings  
based on his art theories and the authors’ own understanding and 
observations of his artworks. The authors describe the generation 
process in detail and share and discuss sample generated images  
styled according to four of Kandinsky’s paintings. By pseudorandomizing 
various parameters, the program is able to make each styled image it 
generates unique. The authors’ approach is highly scalable, limited only 
by the memory space set in the programming language Processing, 
which is used for the generation. Potential impacts of the authors’ 
approach are also discussed.
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• Transverse Line (1923)
• Still Tension (1924)
• Black Circles (1924)
• Yellow Red Blue (1925)
• Merry Structure (1926)
• Several Circles (1926)
• Hard But Soft (1927)
• Thirteen Rectangles (1930)

The most representative work during this period is Com-
position VIII [9]. Figure 1 depicts a computer-generated ver-
sion of this painting created using Processing. Throughout 
this paper, we refer to the structures composed of geometri-
cal forms that occur frequently in Kandinsky’s paintings as 
styled patterns. The process of using a computer to generate 
Kandinsky-style paintings such as the computer-generated 
version of Composition VIII begins with the observation and 
analysis of the original painting, followed by the construction 
of individually styled and aesthetic patterns. The generative 
program finally assembles the patterns in a pseudorandom 
fashion into a structure until harmony is achieved.

Kandinsky	interpreted the three primary forms that occur 
frequently in his paintings as being constructed of angular 
lines [8]:

• acute angles lead to a triangle and have the yellow 
color within

• right angles lead to a square that is of a plan-like 
 nature and parallel to the red color

• the obtuse angle is passive and related to the light 
blue tone.

According to Kandinsky, the effect of yellow is emphasized 
well when combined with a sharp form, such as a triangle. In 
contrast, the effect of a deeper color (e.g. blue) is reinforced 
by a rounded form, such as a circle [9].

Establishing theoretical relationships between lines, planes 
and colors, he also proposed three primary contrasting pairs 
of elements, as illustrated in Fig. 2:

1. Straight line vs. curved line—one or more  
straight lines intersecting with a curved line,  
and individual lines and curves. Some lines  
are filled with segmented colors.

2. Triangle vs. circle—one or more triangles  
overlapping on a circle or concentric circles,  
one or more half circles in a row, and individual  
filled triangles and circles. Some triangles are filled  
with segmented colors.

3. Yellow vs. blue—circles filled with yellow or  
blue, having an outer circle in blue or yellow  
gradually fading outward. Straight lines intersect  
at the right angles to form one or more filled  
rectangles.

Most of Kandinsky’s paintings of the Bauhaus years are 
composed of various forms of these three pairs of elements 

Fig. 1.	
Kang	Zhang,	
program-generated 
Composition VIII.	
(©	Dept.	of		
Computer	Science,	
University	of	Texas		
at	Dallas)

Fig. 2.	 Kang	Zhang,	contrasting	pairs	of	elements.	
(©	Dept.	of	Computer	Science,	University	of	Texas	at	Dallas)
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and the interaction between the pairs. Forms “grow outwards 
from many points to envelop the whole (in a manner similar 
to the way new skin grows over a wound)” [10] rather than 
being developed from a single center.

Using the artist’s own terminology, the canvas on which 
abstract paintings are drawn is considered a basic plane (BP). 
The four sides of the BP and the visual representations of 
their tensions of movement and “literary” interpretations are 
illustrated in Fig. 3.

ModelinG FouR PAinTinGS

To derive a detailed encoding and generation of Kandin - 
sky’s style, we selected four paintings from his Bauhaus pe-
riod: Composition VIII (1923), Black and Violet (1923), On 
White II (1923) and Several Circles (1926).

The Generation Flow

With the exception of Composition VIII, which we gener-
ated by hard-coding the colors, sizes and positions of all the 
objects according to the original painting (see Fig. 1), all im-
ages (such as Fig. 4) were fully automatically generated by 
randomizing all attributes (e.g. size, color, location, etc.) fol-
lowing the process we describe in the remaining part of this 
section. As depicted in Fig. 5, the generation process consists 
of the following major steps:

1. We select a painting to be modeled.
2. The program carries out the setup, during which it 

prepares all the necessary variables or parameters  
and their sizes, ranges and random variation ranges.

3. The program generates the background colors based 
on certain characteristics of the painting.

4. A selection of styled patterns are pre-coded in  
Processing.

5. The program renders styled patterns based on the  
parameters randomly set in Step 2. This is the key 
step in the generation process.

6. When there are no more patterns left to render,  
the program saves the entire image rendered on  
the digital canvas.

The following subsections describe these steps in more 
detail.

Style Encoding

Based on the aforementioned analysis and our understand-
ing of Kandinsky’s art theory, we have made the following 
observations from the four selected paintings:

• Semi-circles are most often drawn with their 
curved lines pointing toward the top of the  
canvas.

• Equilateral triangles are most often drawn with 
their points facing to the top of the canvas, and  
with only their two sides and an open bottom.

• Thin horizontal and vertical lines set the base and 
are intersected by small, angled lines.

• When forms overlap, the overlapping is reflected 
through the use of different colors.

• Prominent full circles—large with contrasting 
 colors—are often surrounded by gradual changing 
shades of contrasting colors, most often yellow  
and blue.

• Grid-like forms are filled with interleaving colors. 
Some are formed by parallel lines and others by 

Fig. 3.	 Kang	Zhang,	four	boundaries	of	the	basic	plane	(BP).	
(©	Dept.	of	Computer	Science,	University	of	Texas	at	Dallas)

Fig. 4.	 An	example	of	styled	patterns.	
(©	Dept.	of	Computer	Science,	University	of	Texas	at	Dallas)

Fig. 5.	 Kang	Zhang,	steps	of	automatic	generation.	
(©	Dept.	of	Computer	Science,	University	of	Texas	at	Dallas)
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 angled lines; some meet at the end, forming 
sharp triangles.

• Curved lines that do not form circles are rare but, 
when used, are placed in dominant positions 
with colors contrasting with the background.

• Dark boundaries are fi lled with light colors. 
Black is occasionally used to fi ll out forms for 
additional emphasis.

• Red and black are used together, creating a 
highlighting eff ect.

• Th e background of the canvas usually consists 
of non-uniform colors.

• Typical neighboring colors include green and blue; 
red, yellow and black; and red and blue.

We could make more detailed observations, but we believe 
that the list above is suffi  cient for us to derive concrete encod-
ing to model the four selected paintings. Altogether, we have 
encoded 32 styled patterns derived from these observations.

Figure 4 shows an example of a styled pattern. Th e pattern 
consists of a number of half circles (also called arcs) along a 
line, each drawn in a diff erent color. Th e program segment 
implementing the pattern is shown in Fig. 6. Th e parameters 
that may be set by the user include the number of arcs in 
the row (numOfArcs), the position (centerX, centerY) and 
rotation angle (rotAngle) of the row, the color to be fi lled 
(fi llColor), and the level of transparency of the fi lled color 
(transparency). Th e arcs can also be set to gradually change 
in size from large (largeRadius) to small (smallRadius). In 
this implementation, the colors of the arcs are determined by 
the program rather than the user. Th e program could easily 
be changed to let the user set the arc colors and then let the 
program decide any of the other parameters if needed.

Setup and Background

Th e setup step includes the defi nition of canvas size, color 
ranges, variables and their possible ranges, and the setting of 
their initial values. Th is step also generates a pseudorandom 
set of coordinates on the canvas, a pseudorandom set of col-
ors, and a pseudorandom range for each parameter applied 
to	a styled pattern.

We divide the entire display area (canvas) into two regions: 
the central region and the peripheral region surrounding the 
central region. Th is simple division serves two purposes. 
First, some objects, such as groups of lines, are typically lo-
cated in the peripheral region, while others, such as large 
triangles and quadrilateral shapes, are located in the central 
region. Second, some of Kandinsky’s paintings, such as Yel-
low, Red, Blue (1925), have slightly lighter background colors 
in the central region than in the peripheral region. A set of X 
and Y coordinates within a predefi ned margin are randomly 
selected from both regions. Random sets of other param-
eters, such as length and radius, are also generated within 
predefi ned ranges during the setup phase.

Typically the background color in Kandinsky’s paintings 
is non-uniform yet dominated by one color shade. Th e back-
ground color shade at a specifi c location is sometimes infl u-
enced by the foreground object shape at that location. Based 
on this observation, we fi rst fi ll the canvas background with 
a uniform color randomly determined within a predefi ned 
range according to the style of the painting. Gradient color 
shades within a given range of variations from the uniform 
color are then applied to diff erent locations on the canvas. 
Th e peripheral region may be fi lled with slightly darker 
shades, as was the case for the paintings Yellow, Red, Blue 
(1925) and Black and Violet (1923).

Schlegel anticipated the aesthetic appeal of patterns and 

Fig. 6.	 The	program	segment	implementing	the	pattern.	(©	Dept.	of	Computer	Science,	University	of	Texas	at	Dallas)
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Fig. 7.	 Samples	of	automatically	generated	modelings	of	Kandinsky’s	
paintings	(a)	Black and Violet, (b) On White II, (c) Several Circles and	
(d)	Composition VIII.	(©	Dept.	of	Computer	Science,	University	of	
Texas	at	Dallas)

[A]

[B]

[C]

[d]

randomness in paintings such as Kandinsky’s as “structured, 
artistic chaos” [11]. We therefore used a pseudorandom pro-
cess to generate the aforementioned parameters, each within 
a range obtained through experiments and selected through 
our observations.

Results

We now use Black and Violet as an example to explain the 
generation process. The program first divides the canvas into 
50 smaller areas. The background is first filled with the color 
set by randomly generating the color code of (R, G, B) within 
the ranges [150, 210], [120, 130] and [10, 30]. One may note 
that the central region is lighter than the peripheral region 
in the background of Black and Violet. The four sides of the 
background are colored by subtracting 30 from each of  
the R, G and B values.

Each small area in the background is drawn with a circle 
that is randomly sized between 120 and 250 pixels and filled 
with a color of a small variation from the above R, G and B 
values, gradually fading outward. The area size and circle 
size are chosen so that the circles overlap with each other a 
number of times sufficient to yield smooth yet non-uniform 
color variations. The iterative process of fine-tuning all these 
parameters and random ranges, and then comparing the re-

sults with the original painting, is indeed time consuming 
and tedious. This process is necessary, however, to ensure that 
the program-generated image is close enough to the original 
painting.

The generation program then selects 0–5 variations of each 
styled pattern. The variations are realized by parameteriza-
tion and randomization. For example, some patterns, such 
as the large black curve (top-left in Figure 7[a], implemented 
by connecting eight cubic Bézier curves), are set with the 
rotation angles and sizes corresponding to their positions 
in respect to the four boundaries. Other patterns, such as 
open-bottom equilateral triangles (gradient light green and 
gradient light blue patterns in the central area, such as in 
Composition VIII), are positioned upward and appear to be 
growing out of the “earth”-like mountains.

The entire generated image is finally saved as a .tiff file; its 
size is determined by the canvas size set in the setup step. 
This generation program was used to generate Figs 7(b)–7(d).

PoTenTiAl iMPACTS

Although the patterns encoded are all styled based on 
Kandinsky’s paintings of his Bauhaus years, our approach 
is equally applicable to the generation of other styles of 
paintings. It demonstrates the possible impact of computer-
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simulated human aesthetic production. By adding more de-
tails and styled patterns, and introducing aesthetic rules, we 
could cause programmed generative processes to mimic or 
reproduce many types of art. Our approach also has great 
potential in its broader applications. For example, Kandin-
sky’s paintings expose strong inner dynamics of geometri-
cal objects. The ability to automatically generate his style of 
abstract painting could enable abstract representation and 
animation of dynamic systems such as music and human 
movement [12,13].

This approach could also be extended into the graphic de-
sign field by encoding design rules and generating desired 
designs. Such an approach would assist and extend design-
ers’ creativity through machine intelligence and automation, 
leading to the generation of more sophisticated aesthetic 
forms at Level 4 [4]. The analysis of Kandinsky’s aesthetics 
would certainly benefit the future design of information vi-
sualization [14].

Our generation program is highly scalable, not only with 
the size of the generated image (using Processing’s “scale” 
statement) but also with the number and size of any individ-
ual styled pattern determined by a set of parameters. The only 
limitation to the image size is the machine’s memory space. 
Using an Apple iMac with 4 GB memory and an Intel Core 
2 Duo (1 processor) at 3.06 GHz, (the Processing language 
required 1 GB of memory), we have been able to generate im-
ages of 10880 × 7514 pixels. Such an image requires a storage 
space of 245.3 MB. The generation process for an image of 
this size takes about 4–5 minutes, but the program has not 
been optimized for either speed or memory.

RelATed WoRK

Artificial intelligence researchers have long been making cre-
ative computers for art generation. One example is AARON, 
developed by Harold Cohen [15]. On the other hand, com-
puter graphics researchers and digital artists have used the 
computer to generate abstract art works based on fractals 
[3,16]. There has, however, been limited effort toward au-
tomatic generation of abstract paintings based on specific 
artists’ styles. The notable example is that of Taylor [17,18], 
who used fractals to model and analyze Jackson Pollock’s drip 
style of paintings and generated remarkable results. There 
have also been a few attempts at automatically generating 

Mondrian-style abstract paintings [19], which can be traced 
back to the pioneering work of Noll [20].

Kirsch and Kirsch [21] first proposed to model Miro’s style 
by storing typical Miro shapes in a database and then using 
them to manually analyze the target composition. They did 
not encode the analysis in any grammar or program but of-
fered some preliminary discussion. Barnett and Barnett [11] 
analyzed Kandinsky’s compositions, while Price [22] applied 
Kandinsky’s aesthetics to Java programming.

Zhang and previous coauthors [4] made an initial attempt 
to automatically generate Kandinsky-style abstract paint-
ings, which included very few styled patterns and generated 
uniform backgrounds and no sophisticated combination of 
geometric objects. We have since conducted an in-depth and 
comprehensive experiment on generating several styles of 
Kandinsky’s paintings. This paper is a reworked and extended 
version of a SIGGRAPH Asia 2013 art paper [23] and includes 
a more detailed and elaborate discussion, as well as more 
interesting images generated.

ConCluSion

This paper has introduced our recent attempt at automatic 
generation of Kandinsky-style abstract paintings. The ap-
proach used is scalable and generic in generating pseudo-
random images resembling the artist’s style. As with any 
automated approach, our approach has its limitations in 
generating detailed artistic styles that match the artist’s in-
terpretation. Automatically generating nongeometrical but 
nonrepresentational images resembling the artist’s style is 
much more challenging but possible and requires much 
more detailed modeling and encoding. More styled patterns 
could be added, and the styled encoding can also be further 
fine-tuned, to generate patterns with additional details of the 
artist’s style.

We believe that there should be many opportunities to fur-
ther refine and extend the work and apply it to commercial 
and design arenas. An immediate future extension would be to 
include other artistic styles and model Kandinsky’s paintings 
from his other artistic periods (such as his work with non-
geometric shapes) and other abstract artists’ works. Since the 
original submission of this paper, we have applied this tech-
nique to automatically generate Jackson Pollock’s drip style 
[24] and Kazimir Malevich’s geometric abstract style [25].
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